
About KOKET
Love Happened over a simple sketch of a chair in a New York City Lounge over cocktails. As the grace of the pen took
to the paper the desire to possess and create other pieces with the same empowerment became euphoric.
KOKET is devotion to the seduction of the exquisite and to the provocation of love. Highly influenced by the
decorative arts, fashion, flora and fauna, forms and  decorative techniques from the glamorous eras reappear in the
most sophisticated versions of contemporary trends. KOKET brings empowering style to a highly edited unique
collection of furniture, passing on a sense of entitlement, exclusivity and prestige.

www.bykoket.com | info@bykoket.com  

Alluring gold accents, glittering crystals, sultry modern lines, and lavish, intricate details convey 
KOKET’s theme of modern Deco Decadence in Hall C - Stand 411, at the first ever Maison & Objet 
Americas, occurring in Miami Beach May 12 - 15. 

Guests will be mesmerized by KOKET’s signature all black booth filled with our tempting 
creations from the Guilty Pleasures collection. In the fashion of Art Deco and KOKET, luxurious 
black and gold combinations will entice the eye, like the Chandra chair, Mandy sofa and the new 
Sinful cabinet. 

Deco Decadence at 
Maison & Objet Americas

 Opulent in its own right, KOKET’s collection channels 
rich Deco Decadence at Maison & Objet Americas
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Sinful Cabinet 
A cabinet design has never been so wickedly lascivious as the Sinful cabinet. A perfect blend of 
daring and modern, it is the perfect space to hold all your iniquitous secrets. Covered in a black 
stingray patterned leather upholstery, valuables can be contained in sleek black glass drawers 
with polished gold accents and round serpent handles. 

Luxurious antique mirror fashions a glamourous vintage effect that pleases the eye, like the 
enchanting Spellbound cabinet, exclusively covered in this elegant finish for Miami Beach. 

Spellbound Cabinet 
There is a sense of reveal and conceal as KOKET takes a beautiful chest structure in elegant 
antique mirror, and adorns it in an aged brass organic lace, revealing a mesmerizing hint of what 
lies beneath.
The tempting textured accents that KOKET is known for will beckon guests for a closer look. 
Sumptous petwer metallic embossed python cowhide on the Temptation console is enhanced 
by the sheen of the aged gold handles. Gleaming, glited hammered brass explodes like a 
sunburst around the bold Guilt convex mirror, a desired piece from Fifty Shades of Grey. 
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Temptation console  
The Temptation console bursts with exoticism and verve with its untamed black lacquer curves 
playing side note to a four drawer top impeccably wrapped in a petwer metallic embossed python 
skin and adorned with an aged brass pull on each drawer.

Guilt mirror 
Sculptured gold tones of hammered and textured brass with a hint of hard edge surround a 
perfectly cut, sunburst convex mirror. 

Explore KOKET’s luxurious and empowering collection of statement pieces that produce a lustful 
desire inside all who lay eyes upon them. See them at the Miami Convention Center, May 12-15 in 
Hall C - Stand 411. 
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